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10/10/72 

Margaret Brock to rmw 

"It looks great. I think they are working hard. I called in 
and I talked with Lyn Nofsiger at length. He has it all figured 
out for California. He thinks we will do better in Northern 
California than normally. 

rmw said - Yes but that is not because of anything he and Reagan 
have done but because David Packard has worked like a dog up 
there. 

Margaret said - - Yes that is right - he gave a report at the State 
Central Committee in the afternoon and he is really working hard. 

Then Lyn said Fresno looks better than it has before. 

Orange County and San Diego are terrif ic. They are so over 
on their margin. 

Riverside and San Bernardino are ok. 

Los Angeles - we are concerned about that but think they are 
holding their own. 

They have 61 Nixon Headquarters in Los Angeles. 

Jim Welbourn is Banowski I s assistant. What they see through - as you 
talk with people - - they talk about the apathy and the complacency. 

The only threat is because the President is so far out in front on the 
polls. ~MBilJmte~ The more the leaders talk about that 
maybe the better -

Down at the state Central Committee on September 30th Governor 
Reagan:xiExfDaxx:xx in his talk gave a magnificent talk for the Presid ent 
and his Administration. I had never heard 
the President's foreign policy expressed so ~ - - well -
as to why he went to China/ Russia, etc. 

Then inthe afternoon Banowsky threw the scare into them. He said 
I don I t think they are scared enough. I don;t think our people are 
scared enough. 

California - - he has to carry California. 

RmW told Margaret to bug them about getting the volunteers -- about 
aSking some of the people :kx who have worked in previous campaigns 
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to show them how - - what to do with the volunteers - - and 
to get the old ones back in - - they know what to do and want to 
help. 

She promised to do that - - and was going to talk with EarI Adams 
about it that afternoon as well and see what he might suggest as 
she was going to his office on business anyway. 

rmwoods 
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